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SAMMANFATTNING 

Dagens globaliserade samhälle där vi handlar mycket med varor mellan gränser ställer stora krav 

på lager och materialhanteringen hos företag och distributörer. Materialhantering och 

framförandet av gaffeltruckar är ett område som är förknippat med en stor olycksrisk. Statistik 

visar att både personal och material skadas allt för ofta. Ett område som kräver förbättring är 

hanteringen av höga lyft med gaffeltruckar. Vissa lyft görs ända upp till 15m. Vid lyft på dessa 

höjder är det väldigt svårt för truckföraren att se och kunna hantera hämtning och lämning av 

pallar. Det finns idag ett flertal hjälpmedel för att underlätta arbetet. Frågan i det här arbetet är 

hur bra egentligen dessa hjälpmedel och vilka hjälpmedel man som trucktillverkare bör 

rekommendera för sina kunder?  

Genom en litteraturstudie där både befintliga produkter på truckmarknaden och andra marknader 

analyserades, kunde författaren med hjälp av vedertagna idegenererings- och utvecklingsmetoder 

ta fram ett flertal koncept för att assistera förarna vid höga lyft. Dessa hjälpmedel begränsades 

till sådant som är tekniskt möjligt idag och vissa områden som det idag forskas på, förbisågs 

därför. De flesta koncepten bygde på ideen att man ska utrusta trucken med en kamera och en 

display.  

Efter en första konceptutvärdering togs fyra olika kamera-koncept fram. Koncepten var: 

1. Kamera med riktmärke 

2. Kamera utan riktmärke 

3. Kamera i gaffelspetsen med riktmärke 

4. Ingen kamera 

Koncepten utvärderades laborativt i en lagermiljö tillsammans med fyra olika förare. Koncepten 

utvärderades utifrån kriterierna: Tid(produktivitet) , Säkerhet,  Ergonomi, Användbarhet och ”av 

föraren föredraget koncept”. Utvärderingen gjordes både med hjälp av intervjuer, mätningar och 

loggning av truckdata.  

De koncept som bestod av den sen tidigare använda kameran tillsammans med en ny display 

med riktlinjer vara det bästa när resultaten analyserades. Konceptet var bäst i både mätningar, 

intervjuer och författarens subjektiva bedömning.  

Resultatet i arbetet får ses som pålitligt men validiteten bör förbättras genom att utföra ett längre 

och mer omfattande prov ute på fält.  

 



 

 

ABSTRACT 

The world is becoming more and more globalized. The transportation and trading of goods 

across borders are becoming more frequent. All this is putting greater demands on companies 

dealing with material handling and distribution of supply. Material handling with forklifts is an 

area which is associated with risk of accidents.  Statistics from both the US and Europe shows 

that damages to material and personnel is frequent. A certain area that is in need of improvement 

is the handling of material on high storages. These storages can be as high as 15m. When 

stacking and picking pallets at those heights it is very hard for the driver to get a good view of 

the pallet and handle the material in a safe way. There are several support systems available on 

the market today, to aid drivers with handling material on these heights. The question to be 

answered in this thesis is, how good are these systems and what systems should be recommended 

to users of forklifts?  

By the use of a literature study, where both available products on the forklift market as well as 

support systems from other markets were studied I got a good overview of available 

technologies. Using this information and methods for product design a number of technical 

concepts was generated. The concepts were limited to technologies that are available today. 

Because of that some technologies and concepts were overlooked. Most of the concepts 

consisted of a camera and a display used in different ways.  

A first evaluation of the concepts was made. Four concepts were chosen to be further evaluated. 

These four concepts were:  

1. Camera with guide lines  

2. Camera without guide lines 

3. Fork tip camera with guide lines 

4. No Camera. (benchmark) 

The concepts were then evaluated, tested and graded using the five criteria: Time (productivity), 

Safety, physical ergonomics, Usability and Preferred concept.  

The results showed that the concept consisting of the by TMHE used fork camera (2 above) 

combined with a new display and guide lines was the best support system.  

The result is fairly reliable because of the many different evaluation techniques used and the fact 

they all point the same concept. The validity however should be investigated further during a 

more extensive field test.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

In this Chapter some of the Symbols and Abbreviations used in the report are explained.  

Notations 

Symbol Description 

….. ……. 

Abbreviations 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

TMHE Toyota Material Handling Europe 

Guide line Drawn or projected line or group of lines that aid a driver when aiming 

 forks through a camera display 

VNA Very Narrow Aisle 

OSHA  Occupational Safety and Health Administration (USA) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1  Background 

Toyota Material Handling (TMH) develops forklifts and other material handling services to its 

customers, all over the world.  

Toyota Material handling holds a wide assortment of forklift brands like BT, Toyota, Cesab, and 

Raymond. 

Within the forklift industry ergonomics is an important aspect when competing on the market. 

One area that is of great importance is the visibility for the driver of the forklift. Visibility is a 

hard technical feature to achieve since you need to have protection all around the seat and at the 

same time want good visibility. Visibility is important to make work easier, faster and to prevent 

accidents from occurring. It is a common subject discussed in research papers from all over the 

world.  

Together with TMHE it was decided that area of visibility for the driver of the forklift was an 

area that should be examined. One of the more demanding trucks when it comes to visibility is 

the very narrow aisle trucks. These trucks are driven in narrow aisles with storage racks on both 

sides. The racks are often high and the trucks lift to heights above 10m. Because of the confined 

space and the height of the racks the visibility when stacking pallets is restricted. It is virtually 

impossible for the operator to get a good view of the forks and pallet when stacking high up. In 

order to reduce the effect of this problem and make the stacking safer - a number of different 

support systems are available on the forklift market. Examples of such are cameras and mirrors. 

However these support systems have their limits and there is no real research up to date, on the 

real effects for driver safety, physical ergonomics and productivity, of these support systems.   

 

1.2  Purpose  
The main objective of the project was to generate some new concepts that could aid the drivers 

with elevated stacking/picking of pallet with the VRE, narrow aisle forklift. It was to be done 

from a driver’s perspective and from these result improvement actions should be proposed.  

 

The questions to be answered were:  
What support systems are available today to make stacking on heights above 5m, more effective? 

 

How effective are these support systems in improving productivity and safety when stacking 

pallets? 

 

How are these support systems perceived by the drivers?  

 

What technical solutions should be recommended for TMHE to improve stacking on elevated 

heights? 

 

What future technologies might be interesting for TMHE, to aid the drivers when stacking and 

picking pallets on elevated heights? 
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1.3  Limitations 
The project was in an early stage limited to only contain the VRE narrow aisle forklift with turret 

head. The turret head is one of two possible fork types. For the other type of fork, the shuttle 

fork, TMHE already thought they had a good solution. 

The focus was also narrowed down to only examine height adjustment. The horizontal 

adjustment of forks was included merely as topic of discussion.  
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 
 
Every year, there are around 110 000 accidents involving forklifts in USA according to the 

OSHA. Since there are estimated 1 million forklifts operating in the US the 1:10 accident ratio 

has to be considered very high (Bostelman, 2010). In Sweden the market is much smaller but the 

number of accidents is still high. According to the Swedish work environment agency there were 

685 injuries due to forklifts in 2009 (Arbetsmiljöverket, 2012). This statistic shows that the 

drivers and forklifts are working in a very intense and dangerous environment. Many of these 

accidents could probably have been prevented by using more modern forklifts with better safety 

systems. Another challenge in the forklift and material handling industry is the constant demand 

for better productivity. Time is money and material handling time is decided largely by the 

effectiveness of the forklifts and the design of the warehouses.  

2.1  Narrow aisle storages 
Today most industrial companies are working to have as small storages as possible to save both 

space and also prevent money from being tied up in material to early in the process. In order to 

do this - companies try to store their material in smaller and smaller storages - but still have easy 

access to it. “Time is money”.  

One way, that is widely accepted, to minimize space without too much loss in accessibility, is the 

narrow aisle storage facilities. The narrow aisle facility is built on the principle that ground space 

costs large amounts of money, but building upwards is relatively cheap. The narrow aisle 

storages try to minimize the ground space and maximize the height of the storages. To save 

space on the ground the companies want to make the aisles where the forklifts move as narrow as 

possible. (Mellema, Smith. 1988) 

  
Figure 1 Comparison between standard storage and Very Narrow Aisle storage 

 

As can be seen from figure 1 the VNA storage facility will hold up to twice as many pallets on 

floor level. In this way the company could decrease their storage space and cost by half.  

 

2.2  What is a VRE forklift? 
 The VRE forklift is a narrow aisle forklift designed to work in very narrow aisle storages. 
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It is designed with the forks to the side so that the forklift does not have to be turned when 

working with pallets. In this way you are able to save space as described in the narrow aisle 

section above 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

Figure 4: BT Turret head fork functionality 

Figure 3: BT Shuttle fork 

functionality 

Figure 2: BT VRE Forklift with turret head 
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2.3  VRE forklift support systems 
The current VRE have some alternative systems to support the drivers during picking and 

stacking of pallets. These are described below.  

 

Height preselect 

One support system for operation on high storages that has been used for a while is the height 

preselect. (BT Vector Broschure. 2012) This is a system where the driver manually enters the 

intended height for the forks on a keypad in the driver’s environment. If the storage racks are 

standardized and this is communicated to the truck it can also be done so that the driver pushes a 

button for a specific level (see “b:” in Figure 6. below). Then the forklift automatically moves 

the forks to the intended height. Below is a picture of the height preselecting display on a BT 

VRE forklift.  

 

a: Pick up/set off load indicator 

b: Aisle:Level 

c: Programmed lift height for selected level 

d: Indicator for load on forks 

 

 
 

Cameras 

The VRE turret head forklift has got two different camera systems. One load camera system 

consisting of two cameras placed next to the forks giving a view of the pallet and load.  

Figure 6: Height preselect display 

Figure 5: Right hand module 
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The other camera is an Orlaco fork camera (See Figure 7 Figure 18) placed on the inside of one 

of the forks giving a view when retrieving/storing a pallet. The camera has a horizontal angle of 

view of 35 degrees.  

 

                                
 

The cameras are connected to a display screen placed in front of the driver seat. In Figure 9  

below the view on the display can be seen.  

 

 
Figure 9 View on display when using fork camera 

2.4  Benchmarking 
In order to find good support systems for the forklift industry it was important to look also on 

other products, like cars, boats, robots etc. These are industries that might have gone further 

when it comes to the use of new technologies. Below some of these technologies are presented.  

 

2.4.1 Cameras 
A technology that is widely spread in the automotive industry is the use of back-up/reverse 

cameras to aid the car-driver when reversing. The reverse camera system consists of a camera 

mounted somewhere on the rear end of the car, facing backwards. The camera is connected with 

a display in the driver’s compartment. When reversing the driver gets a view backwards even 

though he/she still remains seated in an ergonomic position. There are many different kinds of 

camera positions, camera types and display types available on the market. The user can also 

choose from a wide variety of information to be shown on the display. This can be info coming 

from a sensor telling the driver what the distance is to an object behind him. There are also 

displays with computer generated "guide lines” showing the driver where he/she will end up 

Figure 8: Position of fork camera 

Figure 7: Orlaco - fork 

camera 
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according to the angle of the steering wheel (See Figure 10 and Figure 11 ) There are reverse 

cameras with fixed guide lines to show the driver when he/she is inside a parking pocket. All 

these different systems vary in usability and cost.   

 

     
Figure 10 Reversing camera with guide lines                              Figure 11 Dynamic reversing camera 

These types of systems are also used widely within the forklift industry. Many manufacturers 

including TMHE offer cameras with their forklifts. Some cameras are for extra vision around the 

forklift and other to help the driver see the pallet he/she is working with. The load cameras 

which are the type of cameras being analyzed in this thesis are most often mounted on the fork 

carriage or on the inside of one of the forks pointing in the direction of the forks. There is no 

widespread standard for cameras and position of cameras. Often the cameras are combined with 

“flashlights” aiming in the direction of the camera illuminating the area and helping the driver to 

see.  

The big problem with using a load or pallet camera and a display can be divided into three parts 

depending of the setup. 

 

 Using a straight angle camera often means that the driver does not see the complete pallet 

and both forks. The driver often just sees the side of the fork and one of the pallet slots.  

 

 Using a wide angle camera gives the driver a wider picture and the possibility of seeing 

the whole pallet and both forks. The down-side of this is that when using a wide angle 

camera the picture gets distorted and depth and width of the picture is not correct.  

 

 To give the driver a better view some companies place their cameras away from the 

forks. It can be either above the forks or beneath the forks. This setup demands more 

from the driver in the way that you need to have a really good 3D-vision and need to 

interpret the picture.  

 

Fork tip camera 

A new technology that has developed on the forklift market is the fork tip camera. (Vetter 

CamFork. 2012)  It is a new type of camera solution where the camera is placed inside the tip of 

the fork. The thought in doing so is to give a good view both with and without load on the forks. 

This is possible since the camera is placed in front of the load. This type of camera could also be 

helpful in detecting obstacles and pedestrians while driving. Pedestrians and obstacles is 

otherwise a big hazard on most material handling sites. (IMC Technical Services Limited, 2001) 
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2.4.2  Lasers pointers 
Many forklift retailers today offer a fork camera system combined with a laser guide. In this way 

the driver can adjust the forks way before reaching the intended pallet. A laser pointer is 

mounted on the fork carriage and shoots a laser beam or laser line onto the object supposed to be 

retrieved/stacked (See Figure 12 and Figure 13) . This laser beam is visible in the camera 

display, or by eyesight from the drivers position, and supports the driver when stacking and 

retrieving pallet where visibility is bad. 

.      
Figure 12 Raymond laser guide                                     Figure 13Laser guide on pallet        

There have been many discussions about what color of laser that is best suited for forklifts. At 

Raymond Corporation which is a part of Toyota material handling group in North America, they 

have concluded that the green laser is better than the red. (Raymond Corp, 2011) It is considered 

to be more visible in bright environments and also more visible on the blue plastic pallets that 

sometimes are used (Fork tip lasers, 2012).  

 

2.4.3 Future technologies  
Much of the research done concerning material handling is being done on automating the 

material handling as much as possible to prevent accidents and improve effectiveness. Below, 

some of this research is described to show what the future has to hold.  

In this study I did not engage in any deeper research concerning this, since this is quite far in to 

the future. The technology is still on the research/development stage. However I agree that this 

probably is the future of material handling and further development in the area should be 

followed closely. 

 

 

Figure 14: Green fork laser visible in display 
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CSM and MCSM systems 
There is research being made concerning automatic engagement of pallets with forklifts. The 

research is mostly done around CSM and MCSM camera systems. CSM is an abbreviation for 

Camera Space Manipulation and MCSM  is Mobile CSM. (Seelinger, Yoder 2006) The CMS 

system has been used for a long time in other applications. The most common application is with 

robots and recognizing their relative position. The disadvantage with the CSM system is that the 

camera(s) has to be static relative to the moving object and also calibrated quite often.  

The reason for developing MCSM was to use it on Rovers (e.g. space rovers) with robotic arms 

to have them automatically engage objects when being operated remotely using cameras. This 

technique is a very good option for semi-automated trucks in the future and it would assist the 

driver with pallet engagement.(Seelinger et al., 2006) In their article ”Autonomous pallet 

localization and picking for industrial forklifts: A robust range and look method”, Baglivio et al. 

describe how they have programmed cameras to recognize pallets  in lively environments. 

(Baglivio et al. 2011) The big challenge in this area, according to them is to separate the pallet 

geometry from everything surrounding it, including the load. If succeeding in this it would be a 

good technology to aid the drivers with engaging pallets in a safe way.  
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3 METHOD 
 

The study is an experimental study, it is positivistic in the sense that field of vision often is 

described numerically and visibility is the main question of this research project. The first part is 

a pre-study where some concepts are developed and the latter part is the test phase where the 

concepts from the pre study are tested.  

 

3.1  Literature study 
A literature study was done on previous research done. The literature study can be divided into 

two parts - The first part was a study of old reports about the support systems and other 

background info from TMHE. The second part was a study of other research from scientific 

databases and internet. 

 

The literature study is a study of secondary data and the result from this part is a compilation of 

interesting findings from the previous studies on visibility. The data findings from the secondary 

data was systemized and categorized into the categories  

 

 Available support systems for stacking pallets on heights above 5m and their 

effectiveness 

 Technologies that might be useful in the future.  

 Information that is of interest is presented in the theory part of this thesis.  

 

 

For the database search three main sources were used. 

  

3.1.1 Ergonomic Abstracts 
Ergonomic Abstracts is a reference database from England. The database focuses on ergonomics 

and human factors. This was selected to find information on visibility research within 

automotive and other human operated vehicles. 

 

The searches made can be seen in appendix 5 – Literature search. 

 

3.1.2 Web of Science 
Web of Science is an extensive reference database, focusing on research within several different 

scientific disciplines.  The focus when searching this database was to find information on 

visibility studies made for all human driven types of vehicles. Searches were made to find 

information on visibility support systems for both forklifts and other vehicles.   

 

The searches made can be seen in appendix 5 – Literature search 

 

3.1.3 Google scholar 
As a complement to the sources above, Google Scholar was used. Google Scholar is a search 

engine that browses the internet for scientific articles and books and links to the sites where the 

article/book can be found.  
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Some literature was also found when browsing secondary references from the articles found.  

Other publications from some of the authors found were also browsed and considered to be of 

interest.   

 

3.2  Technical concepts  
In order to put together working concepts from the available technologies some different product 

development methods was used.  

 

3.2.1 Brainstorming 
A group containing people with different areas of specialty and different backgrounds within 

THME was gathered to help during the brainstorming phase. In that way a larger variation of 

ideas could be achieved. 

In order to have something to brainstorm around a black box was first used to find what 

functions the problem consisted off.  

 
Figure 15 Black box 

The functions were presented in a morphological matrix (Otto et al.. 1998), see example below. 

In this way the brainstorming group could generate ideas for one function at the time. 

 
 

Functions A B C D E F 

Camera position 
Solution 

AA 

Solution 

AB 

Solution 

AC 

Solution 

AD 

Solution 

AE 

Solution 

AF 

Type of Camera 
Solution 

BA 

Solution 

BB 

Solution 

BC 

Solution 

BD 

Solution 

BE 

Solution 

BF 

Available 

support systems 

Solution 

CA 

Solution 

CB 

Solution 

CC 

Solution 

CD 

Solution 

CE 

Solution 

CF 
Table 1: Example of morphological matrix 

 

A first brainstorming meeting was held together with people from TMHE. All participants 

received one empty morphological matrix each and were told to find solutions to the functions. 

Discussions were encouraged since it would lead to new ideas and improve creativity. 

In using a morphological matrix the problem areas could be seen as either a system or as 

independent problems. When combining one solution from each of the problem areas a full 

concept could be developed. The concepts developed in the matrix were then reviewed. To help 

in the review phase the concepts were sketched up in Catia v5, CAD software. After combining 

feasible concepts an evaluation was conducted. The concept evaluation was conducted in a group 

consisting of the same people as did the brainstorming. From the developed concepts 3-4 was 

chosen to continue with to the field test. The concepts to be tested should not only be good but 

Restricted 

view of pallet 
Clear view 

of pallet 
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also be technically and economically possible to incorporate in the product portfolio at Toyota 

Material Handling.  

 

3.3  Field tests 
It was decided that the field tests should be done at TMHE Mjölby in the Parts storage facility. 

The facility is a high storage with racks up to about 10m of height. It has got both narrow aisle 

racks and ordinary racks. 

3.3.1 Driver 
The selection of participants to the field tests was done using a non-randomized selection among 

TMH’s employees at the Mjölby site. The selection was made so that drivers with different 

length of experience were chosen. In order to fit within the time frame of this thesis only four 

drivers were selected for the field tests. Two of the drivers had long experience (Over 4 years) 

from driving with cameras. Those drivers are later on named Driver 4 and Driver 1. 

Driver 2 and Driver 3 have what can be considered as limited or none experience from camera 

work.  Driver 1 and 4 that has camera experience has experience from fork cameras similar to 

the current TMHE camera, described in the Concept chapter. Three of the drivers have 

experience from using height preselect and height indicator (Described in chapter 2.3) while 

driver 2 has no experience from using such support systems.   

 

3.3.2 Test sequence  
The tests were made with the forklift placed in the right horizontal position for a specific rack of 

pallets, since it was height adjustment that was to be studied in the test. In that way the only 

thing the driver had to concentrate on was to find the right height.  

 

The assignments were done for each of the four concepts, one at a time. To reduce the less 

interesting part of the lift the driver repositioned the forks before every test sequence. The forks 

were being positioned 1 m below the intended pallet. The test heights are specified below. 

 

·Pick level 1 (2,6m) 

·Stack level 1 

·Pick level 2 (6,7m) 

·Stack level 2 

·Pick level 3 (8,7m) 

·Stack level 3 

 

Before each concept test, the driver was allowed to try the concept for 10-15 minutes get the feel 

of it. 

 

3.3.3  Physical ergonomics 
In order to get an idea of how good the support system was, the grade of stress experienced by 

the drivers was measured using the different support systems. To measure it the forklifts were 

equipped with a camera that recorded the movements of the head when using the forklift, during 

the specified tasks.  The movement of the head was examined to get an idea of how secure the 

operator felt when using the support system. More head movement would indicate a lack of 

confidence in the support system. For a higher mental workload the operator/user will move 

closer to the display screen and not use the neck rest as intended. (Qu et al. 2012) .The posture 

analysis would show how good the physical ergonomics is, using the tested concepts. Does the 
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driver stay in the neutral position or does he/she move head and neck to positions that might lead 

to injuries? According to (Qu et al. 2012)  

 

3.3.4 Lever movements - CAN/BUS 
The optimal lift is a controlled lift with max speed without any big changes to the lever angles 

for either height lever or traverse lever. Moving the lever back and forth would indicate that the 

driver is not confident in his/hers actions. It would also reveal the system as less productive. To 

check this a Can/bus logger was used that records the lever movements.  

The logging was done on lever movements for height and traversing, using a Vector GL1000 

compact logger connected to the CAN port of the forklift. Retrieving the data from the logger 

was made using the Vector Logger software. The data was filtered and converted to a text file 

that could be handled by Microsoft Office Excel. The data was then used to create a line diagram 

showing the movement of the two levers over time.  

The diagrams were analyzed looking for spasmodic movements that would indicate that the 

driver lacked confidence in the system. 

 

3.3.5 Safety 

Another important aspect of material handling is the safety for personnel and load. This aspect 

was evaluated using the videos shot and also by observations during the tests. If for example 

there were many mishaps and collisions between truck, load and racks the concept was 

considered to be less safe.  

  

3.3.6 Time for operation 
To test the change in productivity with the support systems the time for each test sequence was 

measured during the tests. The time was measured using the cameras internal timer. It was 

measured from start of lift until the forks had been traversed into its back most position after 

picking or stacking.  

 

3.3.7 Interview - Preferred concepts  
The interview was a semi structured interview. The truck drivers have the experience and are 

really the ones who know what the problem areas are. The interview took place by the forklift in 

question, so that the driver could explain his/her thoughts more easily.  The questions used can 

be seen on the next page. 
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Figure 16 Interview questions 
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3.4  Method for presenting results 
The results from the field tests and interviews, for the four different support systems, were 

summarized in a matrix. See Table 2. The results of each driver were presented for the five 

different result categories: Time for operation, Safety, Physical ergonomics, Usability and 

Preferred concept. As shown in table 2 the results are color coded with red (Not ok), yellow (Ok) 

and green (Good) for each test sequence and result category. 

In this way the results became more visible. In the end the number of green, yellow and red 

grades was summarized. This visualized the results of the tests in one single matrix and showed 

the strengths and weaknesses of the concepts.   

 
  Driver 1 

 Operation Time for operation 

 Y = Mean +/- 2 

Safety Physical 

ergonomics 

Usability Preferred 

concept 

Concept 1 
Operation 1      

Operation 2      

Concept 2 

Operation 1      

Operation 2      

Concept 3 Operation 1      

 Operation 2      

Table 2 Color coded results matrix 

3.4.1 Time for operation 
The time for each test sequence and driver was written down in the matrix. The mean time for 

each of the specified tests was then calculated for the four drivers. If the time for a test was 

within +/- 2 second from the mean value the value was considered yellow. If the value was more 

than one second faster than the mean value it was considered green. If the value was more than a 

second slower than the mean value it was considered red. This was to give a visual overview of 

the effectiveness of the different concepts.  

 

Red if:  X  > (Mean value +  2 sec),  

Green if:  X < (Mean value -  2 sec) 

Yellow if: (Mean value -  2 sec) < X  > (Mean value +  2 sec) 

 

3.4.2 Safety 
The safety was evaluated in a subjective manner using the movies and observations done during 

the tests. Safety is in this test classified as, the risk of accidents or mishaps occurring because of 

the support system concept. Since it was observatory results made by me, the safety grading was 

the same for all drivers but different for the concepts. If there was a great risk of mishaps and 

accidents that could be thought to come from the concept in question, it was graded as red. If 

there was a small risk of mishaps and accidents because of the tested concepts it was considered 

yellow. If there was a minimal risk of mishaps and accidents it was considered to be green.  
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3.4.3 Usability 
Usability was evaluated using the curves from the Lever movement tests. If the curves clearly 

indicated that the driver moved the lever back and forth repetitively during the test it was 

considered to be red. If the driver was firm in his/hers actions and the curve did not oscillate that 

part of the test was considered green. If the curve was in-between the worst and the best parts of 

the test, that part of the test was considered to be yellow.  

 

3.4.4 Physical ergonomics:  
Ergonomics was in this test considered to be the risk of work induced injuries/pains from long 

term exposition of static or dynamic forces. The report focused especially on unnatural static 

bending of neck, back and limbs. If a majority of the time of the test was done in a position away 

from the intended seated position (see Figure 16) the test sequence was not ergonomically okay 

and was graded red. If just a minor part of the test sequence was carried out away from the 

intended seating position it was considered ok and is marked yellow. If the majority of the test 

sequence was carried out in the intended position it was considered to be good and marked 

green.  

 

3.4.5 Preferred concept 
As stated above interviews were done with the drivers where they get to state how they 

perceived the different concepts. The answers were analyzed and the preferred concepts from the 

interviews were transformed in to color grading. The most preferred concept(s) (1) was rated 

green, Second most preferred concept(s) was yellow, and least preferred concept(s) was rated 

red. 

 

Figure 17: Intended seating position 
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4  CONCEPTS  
 

As mentioned in the method chapter a brainstorming was made together with people involved in 

the work with the VRE forklifts at TMHE. The brainstorming was made on the functions found 

in the black box. At the start of the concept generation both the VRE forklift with turret head and 

shuttle fork was included in the scope of the project.  

 

4.1  Brainstorming  
The black box was broken down into 9 functions.  

 

Camera type - What kind of camera could be used?  

Placement of camera - Where should the camera be placed on the forklift? 

Height positioning - How is the correct height position of the forks verified? 

Side positioning - How is the correct horizontal position of the forks verified? 

Fork angle feedback - Is the angle of the forks horizontal?  

Visual guidance on display - Are there any type of guide lines on the camera display (If there is 

one) 

Display position - Where is the display (if there is one) placed relative to the driver? 

Aiming aid - Are there any aiming aids that help the driver to know that the forks are in the 

correct position?  

Others - All other ideas? 

 

The brainstorming was summarized in the below morphological matrix.  
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Table 3 Morphological matrix
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Some of the concepts were thought to be outside the scope of this project, either because they 

were to complex or they would not work. These concepts, marked with red in Table 3, were 

excluded from the  concept generation, but might be interesting to keep for future studies.  
 

4.2  Concept generation 
In order to generate concepts feasible for the field tests a number of concepts were developed 

from the brainstorming ideas in the morphological matrix. It was decided that the concepts to be 

evaluated should be made for the VRE forklift with turret head. This was because it was the most 

common type of TMHE VNA forklift on the market. It was also the one with the worst visibility. 

9 concepts were generated and are presented below.  

 
Concept 1 – Current Turret solution 

Concept 1 – Current turret solution 

Straight camera 
Inside of left fork 
Height preselect 
- 
Driving with sneak mode 
No guide lines 
Display – high in front of head 
No aim 
Light 
 

Concept 1 was exactly the same as the original camera concept for VRE with Turret head. It 

consists of a fork mounted straight camera mounted on the inside of the left fork.  The display is 

positioned on high up in the cab, in front of the driver.  

 

Concept 2 – No support systems 

Concept 2 – Current turret solution 

No camera 
- 
- 
- 
- 
No guide lines 
Display – high in front of head 
- 
- 

 
Concept 3 – Height preselect 

Concept 3 

No camera 
- 
Height preselect 
- 
- 
- 
Display towards pallet - high 
- 
- 
 

Standard VRE turret head, without camera and with height preselect as the only support system.  
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Concept 4 – Fork tip with guide lines 

Concept 4 

Straight camera 
Fork tip  
Manually  
- 
Driving with sneak mode 
Horizontal and vertical guide line 
Display – high in front of head 
- 
- 
 

Concept 4 was a new invention found, developed by the fork supplier Vetter. It consists of a 

straight camera mounted on the bottom side of the fork tip. There are also adjustable horizontal 

and vertical guide lines in the display.   

 

           
Figure 18 Vetter fork tip camera     Figure 19 Fork tip camera in display 

 

Concept 5 – Current Turret solution with pallet contour 

Concept 5 

Wide angle camera  
Fork tip 
Height preselect 
- 
Driving with sneak mode 
Pallet contour – guide 
Head height – in front of driver 
- 
- 
 

 
Figure 20 Pallet contoure guide line 
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Concept 5 consisted of a VRE with camera on the inside of the fork with a pallet contour guide 

picture. When the green picture is aligned with pallet edges it is safe to pick or stack the pallet.  

 

Concept 6 - Colour coded storage levels 

Concept 6 

Straight camera  
Fork tip 
- 
- 
Driving with sneak mode 
Stack label – alignment 

Display – high in front of head 
 

 

 
Figure 21 Color coded storage level 

This concept requires some additional organizing in the storage facility. The racks and all pallet 

slots have to be numbered according to a sequence and every slot has got its own number. When 

working with a pallet the driver either manually puts in the required storage slot or it gets 

automatically sent to the truck computer. At that moment a schematic picture of the storage slots 

label comes up on the screen. The driver finds the correct rack and then uses the schematic 

picture of the label to position the forks correctly. When the schematic picture is aligned with the 

label it is safe to pick  or stack the pallet. In that way the driver also receives visual feedback 

indicating that he/she is in the right place.  

 

 

Concept 7 – Twin cameras on frame carriage DX 

      
Figure 22: Concept 7 showing the camera positions 
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Concept 7 

Two cameras – Wide angle 
Frame carriage DX 
Manually  
- 
Driving with sneak mode 
Perspective corrected guide lines 
- 
- 
- 

 
Concept 7 was built on the principle that the cameras could be placed in front for the load/forks. 

There concepts has one camera on each side of the carriage. The cameras are connected via a 

switch that toggles to the correct camera depending on what side the forks are pointing to. In that 

way the driver will get a side view of forks and pallet.  

 
Concept 8 – Camera low (underneath forks) with perspective guide lines 

Concept 8 

Straight camera  
Low on mast 
Manually 
- 
Driving with sneak mode 
Perspective corrected guide lines 
-  
 

 

 

Concept 8 has two cameras mounted beneath the forks on the mast toggling in the same way as 

for concept 7. The concept gives the driver a clear view from underneath the forks. A perspective 

corrected guide box is added to the screen. The box can be calibrated (moved) to fit the 

environment and distance to the racks. When forks are in contact with the guides in the screen 

view, the forks are in the right position for picking/stacking the pallet. 

 
Concept 9 – Camera with fork projection 
Concept 9  

Straight camera 
Fork tip  
Manually  
- 
Driving with sneak mode 
Projection off fork onto camera picture 
Display – high in front of head 
- 
- 
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Concept 9 consists of a VRE with camera on the inside of the fork with a fork contour guide 

picture. When the green picture is aligned with pallet tunnel or rack beam it is safe to pick or 

stack the pallet.  

Figure 23: Concept 9 with fork projection as guide line 
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4.3  Concept evaluation 
When the nine concepts had been developed they were presented to a group of people from 

TMHE, consisting of engineers and market people. The ideas were discussed and an evaluation 

was made. It was decided on what concepts to use for the field tests.  The decision was made on 

the criteria’s of technical feasibility, cost and functional aspects.  

 

Two benchmarks where chosen in order to be able to evaluate the gain when using the new 

concepts. 

 

Benchmark – No camera 
The first benchmark is a concept where no support systems are used. Meaning that the driver will 

have to position the forks manually without any aid of a camera or height preselect. 

Benchmark – Current Camera 
It was decided that a concept like TMHE´s current concept, Concept 1, with the fork mounted 

camera should be used as benchmark. In that way it would be possible to see what effect camera 

has compared to the other support systems.  

Concept  – Fork tip camera 
Concept 9 with a fork tip camera and fork projection from the original concepts above was 

chosen. It was seen as a good concept that is easy to understand and makes positioning of forks 

easy. The fork projection however was excluded and changed to a vertical and a horizontal guide 

line since this was already available from a known supplier of forks.  

 
 

Concept – Current camera with guide lines 
The current TMHE solution with a new screen with guide lines was selected. In this way it was 

possible to compare the position of the camera on the inside of the forks with the fork tip camera 

and also compare the concept with no guide lines to the concept without guide lines. 

 

 

Figure 24: Concept 1.2 - showing the camera view 
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Figure 25: Concept 1.2 with cross hair 

 

4.3.1 Field test 
The first field test was done in TMHEs own facility together with employees at TMHE. It was as 

much for evaluating the test method as evaluating the concepts above.  

Test set-up 
The setup was made as such. 

  

1. Concept is prepared on the forklift 

2. Digital video camera is mounted to the armrest inside the drivers compartment of the to 

give a good view of the head and torso movements of the driver 

3. A GL 1000 compact logger is plugged in to the CAN/BUS of the truck to record how the 

fork regulators are used during the test.  

 

After the set-up the driver got to test the concept for a while just doing some ordinary work. This 

was to get a feel of the support system.  

 

Height test 
The tasks described in the method chapter above were done in sequence. To begin with the 

driver got to raise the forks to the intended height in order to be able to retrieve a pallet. The 

driver should work as quickly as he can and retrieve the pallets and brings them down to floor 

level. After that had been done the driver paused for a couple of seconds and then put the pallet 

back up to the same slot. This was repeated in sequence starting with Level 1, continuing with 

Level 2, and finally Level 3. In the test the side position was fixed and aligned with the pallet 

horizontally. In that way the test was made just to see how effective the system is in finding the 

correct height.  

 

Side test 
After the height test the driver got to do a quick test of the ability to position the forks in the 

driving direction. The driver picked a pallet from a certain slot on the top shelf (8,5 m) and then 

moved sideways to another slot on the same height and then stacked the pallet at the new 

position.  

After the tests were finished for one concept, the setup was changed to the next concept. In the 

meantime the posttest interview was held with the driver, directly after the finished test 

After all tests were done the next driver went through the same sequence. 
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5 RESULTS 
 

The results are as described in the method chapter measured in 5 different categories: Preferred 

concept, Usability, Physical ergonomics, Time, and Safety.  

 

5.1  Interview/User preferences 
The interviews were made with each driver as stated in the method chapter. Many of the answers 

from the interviews were similar between the different drivers.  

In the last question of the interview the drivers were to grade the four different concepts from 1 

to 4, where 4 were the least preferred concept and 1 was the most preferred concept. The results 

showed clearly that concept 2, ”Current camera with guide lines” was the preferred one. The 

least preferred one was concept 4, ”No camera”.  See table 4 below 

 

Concept Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3 Driver 4 

Current camera 2 2 2 2 

Current camera 
with guide lines 

1 1 1 1 

Fork tip camera 3 4 4 3 

No camera 4 3 3 4 

Table 4: Driver concept preference 

It was clear that all drivers preferred the current camera concept with the added guide lines. The 

least preferred concept was the concept with no camera.  

 

5.2  Usability test 
The results from the CAN/BUS measurements were analyzed in a comparative manor, together 

with the measured time for all test sequences. Differences between drivers, cameras and type of 

lift were analyzed. The main variable examined was the number of times the direction of the 

curves changed during each of the operations. Many direction changes meant that the levers was 

moved back and forth indicating that the driver did not feel secure about the position of the 

forks. Unfortunately there were problems with the logger device so this part of the test had to be 

redone separately and it was only possible to retrieve results for 2 out of four drivers.  The full 

diagrams are shown in APPENDIX 1: Logger curves. In the curves the blue line represents the 

height adjustment and the red is the traverse function.  
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5.2.1 No camera 
When drivers did not have the aid of a camera it was clearly seen 

that for elevated lifts the drivers felt insecure. All drivers, both 

experienced and beginners had to make a lot of adjustments to both 

height (blue) and traverse (red) before properly finishing the 

operations. At the lowest level the change in confidence was not as 

big because the driver could just turn the head and look directly at 

the pallet at eye level. When doing this however the physical 

ergonomics gets worse and risk of neck and back pains increases. 

  
Stacking/Picking 
When having no camera the difference between stacking and picking 

was obvious. The insecurity was seen for all levels. Both traversing 

and height adjustment was done slow and unsteady when stacking a 

pallet. When the driver was picking a pallet the assignment was done 

with much more security. 

 

5.2.2 Current camera  
The use of height and traverse levers when testing the current camera 

was reasonably good. The height adjustment was done fast, 

beginning at almost max speed. The drivers made small adjustments 

close to the intended height for all heights. The traversing was 

made with confidence and almost always with max speed.  

 

Stacking/Picking 

The difference between stacking and picking was obvious when it 

comes to the current camera. Height adjustment was made in a 

similar manor for both picking and stacking but the traversing 

differs. The traversing of the forks was done more careful when 

stacking a pallet. For many of the work sequences the driver never 

reached maximum traversing speed when stacking a pallet. 

5.2.3 Fork tip camera 

For the fork tip camera the test showed that height adjustment was 

made without to many adjustments. However the height adjustment 

was for all height done at around half speed. This was not the case 

for the other cameras. Traversing was made in an accelerating way, 

starting out slow and then increasing lever output during the 

traversing.  

 

Stacking/Picking 

For the fork tip camera the difference in stacking and picking was 

not very large. The curves looked very similar for both stacking and 

picking.  

 

 

Figure 26: Drivers use of levers 

when having no camera as 

support 

Figure 27 Fork tip camera 
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5.2.4 Current camera with guide lines 

For the current camera with guide lines it could be seen that both traversing and height 

adjustment was done with near max speeds. It differed from the current camera without guide 

lines in the way that the small height adjustments close to the intended height got less frequent 

for the concept with guide lines. APPENDIX 1: Logger curves 
 

Stacking/Picking 
Same as for current camera without any guide lines in section 5.2.2. 

 

5.3  Time for operation 
As stated in the method chapter, the time for each test sequence and each driver was measured.  

The results in seconds can be seen in the Table 5 – 8 . 

1. Current camera    

Assignment * Driver 1 AC * Driver 2 PN Driver 3 DN  Driver 4 MK Total 

Pick level 1 19 10.18-10.19 18 13.22-13.23 18 15:00-15:01 27 10.31-10.32 82 

Stack level 1 18 10.19-10.19 17 13.23-13.23 18 15:01-15.01 31 10.32-10.32 84 

Pick level 2 30 10.16-10.17 28 13.24-13.24 38 14.58-14.59 49 10.33-10.34 145 

Stack level 2 23 10.18-10.18 30 13.24-13.24 25 14.59-15.00 29 10.35-10.35 107 

Pick level 3 29 10.13-10.14 34 13.25-13.25 35 14.55-14.56 25 10.36-10.36 123 

Stack level 3 22 10.14-10.14 32 13.25-13.26 44 14.56-14.58 22 10.37-10.37 120 

Total: 141  159  178  183  661 

Table 5: Results from time tests for Current camera 

2. Current camera and guide lines   

Assignment * Driver 1 AC  * Driver 2 PN Driver 3 DN  Driver 4 MK Total 

Pick level 1 20 10.11 - 10.12 19 13.17-13.18 20 15.07-15.08 22 10.44-10.44 81 

Stack level 1 20 10.12 - 10.13 18 13.18-13.19 20 15.08-15.08 18 10.45-10.45 76 

Pick level 2 34 10.08 - 10.10 36 13.19-13.20 24 15.05-15.06 23 10.42-10.43 117 

Stack level 2 26 10.10 - 10.11 29 13.20-13.20 28 15.06-15.07 36 10.43-10.43 119 

Pick level 3 35 10.06 - 10.07 42 13.21-13.21 29 15.03-15.04 16 10.39-10.39 122 

Stack level 3 28 10.07 - 10-08 36 13.21-13.22 28 15.04-15.05 18 10.40-10.40 110 

Total: 163  180  149  133  625 

Table 6: Results from time tests for Current camera with guide lines 

3. Fork tip camera   

Assignment Driver 1 AC  Driver 2 PN  Driver 3 DN  Driver 4 MK  Total 

Pick level 1 20 9.58-9.59 23 14.15-14.16 21 14.43-14.43 57 10.22-10.22 121 

Stack level 1 20 9.59-10.00 20 14.16-14.17 22 14.44-14.44 33 10.23-10.24 95 

Pick level 2 56 9.55-9.56 32 14.13-14.14 26 14.40-14.41 27 10.16-10.17 141 

Stack level 2 38 9.56-9.57 35 14.14-14.15 34 14.41-14.42 30 10.17-10.18 137 

Pick level 3 39 9.51-9.52 55 14.09-14.10 33 14.37-14.38 36 10.13-10.14 163 

Stack level 3 37 9.53-9.54 50 14.10-14.12 41 14.38-14.40 30 10.14-10.16 158 

Total: 210  215  177  213  815 

Table 7: Results from time tests for fork tip camera 
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4. Just height indication (No camera)  Total time 

Assignment * Driver 1 AC  * Driver 2 PN Driver 3 DN  Driver 4 MK  

Pick level 1 19 10.27-10.28 16 11.09-11.09 17 14.52-14.52 21 10.46-10.46 73 

Stack level 1 18 10.28-10.28 22 11.09-11.10 19 14.52-14.53 19 10.46-10.47 78 

Pick level 2 23 10.24-10.25 35 11.06-11.07 35 14.50-14.51 49 10.48-10.49 142 

Stack level 2 28 10.26-10.27 32 11.02-11.03 29 14.51-14.52 37 10.49-10.50 126 

Pick level 3 52 10.21-10.22 75 11.03-11.04 36 14-46-14.47 54 10.50-10.51 217 

Stack level 3 61 10.23-10.24 43 11.05-11.06 73 14.48-14.49 32 10.51-10.52 209 

Total: 201  223  209  212  845 

Table 8: Results from time tests when having no camera 

From the above results the mean values was calculated and can be seen in Table 9. 

The mean values are needed to be able to compare the concepts with each other and grade them 

according to the color scale, described in the method chapter.   

 

Mean values  

Pick level 1 22,3125 

Stack level 1 20,8125 

Pick level 2 34,0625 

Stack level 2 30,5625 

Pick level 3 39,0625 

Stack level 3 37,3125 
Table 9: Mean values from time test 

Further numerical data can be extracted from the measured times.  

 

5.4  Safety 
 
When studying the test movies it was seen that the mishaps was most common for the no camera 

solution. The clashes were however only minor clashes with the racks or pallets, leading to small 

adjustments of the fork height. The only really worrying incident was when one of the drivers 

was picking a pallet with the fork tip camera and without noticing got stuck in the pallet next to 

it. This demanded some time consuming adjustments until the driver was able to safely remove 

the pallet from the rack. Because of the narrow field of vision for the fork tip camera, the driver 

needed assistance from an additional person in order to safely remove the pallet. This can be 

seen as the tight red area in the center of Figure 287 below.   
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5.5 Physical ergonomics 
 

The physical ergonomics varied between the different concepts as well as between drivers, with 

different skill and experience levels.  

 

Current camera and Current camera with guide lines 

When the current camera was tested, both with and without guide lines, the display gave a good 

view of the whole width of the pallet. When picking pallets, the physical ergonomics was good. 

When stacking pallets the view was not as good but still good enough for 3 out of 4 drivers to 

keep their eyes on the display. The least experienced driver glanced up at the forks and pallet 

most of the time. When doing so he tilted his head in a non-ergonomic position.  

 

Fork tip camera 

For the fork tip camera the majority of the drivers seating positions were good. However the 

least experienced driver (Driver 2) had problems focusing on the screen with this concept as 

well. Driver 2 tended to look up towards the forks often. Driver number 3 tilted his head 

occasionally for the fork tip camera (Concept 3), but not to a significant extent.  

 

No camera 

The concept with no camera demanded that the driver looked up at the pallet when retrieving or 

stacking a pallet. This is ok for the first level when the pallet is at eye level. It only demands that 

the driver turn his/hers head around the vertical axis. When working with pallets higher up the 

driver also had to angle the head upwards, to be able to see.  For the no camera concept the 

drivers were following the pallet with their eyes most of the time. The results were similar for all 

four drivers. Level 2 and 3 are definitely not ok while level 1 could be considered to be ok, but 

not good.  

Figure 28: Diagram showing the lever movements with fork tip camera 
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Figure 32: Driver using current camera with guide lines 

F

Figure 31: Driver using fork tip camera 

 

 

Figure 30: Driver using current camera Figure 29: Driver using no camera 
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5.6  Visualization of test results 
In the matrix below the results from Driver 4 are summarized as described in the method chapter.  

The results for the other three drivers can be seen in APPENDIX 2: Concept evaluations 

 

 
  Driver 4 

 Operation Time for operation 

 Y = Mean +/- 2 

Safety Physical 

ergonomics 

Usability Preferred 

concept 

Current 

camera 

Retrieve 2,6m 27 
 Eyes at screen   

Store 2,6m 31 
 Eyes at screen   

Retrieve 6,5m 49 
 Eyes at screen   

Store 6,5m 29 
 Eyes at screen   

Retrieve 8,7m 25 
 Eyes at screen   

Store 8,7mm 22 
 Eyes at screen   

Current 

camera with 

guide lines 

Retrieve 2,6m 22 
 Eyes at screen   

Store 2,6m 18 
 Eyes at screen   

Retrieve 6,5m 23 
 Eyes at screen   

Store 6,5m 36 
 Eyes at screen   

Retrieve 8,7m 16 
 Eyes at screen   

Store 8,7mm 18 
 Eyes at screen   

Fork tip 

camera 

Retrieve 2,6m 57 
 Eyes at screen   

Store 2,6m 33 
 Eyes at screen   

Retrieve 6,5m 27 
 Eyes at screen   

Store 6,5m 30 
 Eyes at screen   

Retrieve 8,7m 36 
 Eyes at screen   

Store 8,7mm 30 
 Eyes at screen   

No camera 

Retrieve 2,6m 21 
    

Store 2,6m 19 
    

Retrieve 6,5m 49 
    

Store 6,5m 37 
    

Retrieve 8,7m 54 
    

Store 8,7mm 32 
    

Table 10: Summary of results for Driver 4 
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Figure 33 Results summarized for all drivers by concept 

To make the overview easier the total results from all drivers were put together in the two block 

diagrams below. Figure 32 show the total number of red, yellow and green results for each of the 

four concepts.  In Figure 33 the results are broken down even further and shows the results 

divided by both concept and test sequence. The two first clusters of bars represent retrieve and 

stack respectively for level 1, the two second clusters of bars represent retrieve and stack for 

level 2 and cluster 5 and 6 represent level 3.  

 
 
As can be seen in the current camera with guide lines received most green ratings with 75 out of 

120 and also the least red with 15 out of 120. At the same time the concept with no camera 

received, by far, most red ratings with 68 out of 120 and least green ratings with 24 out of 120.  

 

Figure 34: Summary of results by concept and test sequence for all drivers 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
 

6.1  Methods 
Using both field tests and doing a literature study was good complements to each other.  

The tests gave us a lot of different types of data that made it possible to get both positivistic and 

hermeneutic results. The result types complemented each other and since they are coherent it 

also indicate that the results are reliable. One thing to mention is that the can/bus measurements 

had to be redone and not all drivers could participate the second time. Because of this the results 

from the CAN/BUS were only fully available for driver 3 and driver 4. Since a number of tests 

were made this should not have a big influence on the overall results. Both the camera and time 

measurements gave an indication of the usability as a complement to the CAN/BUS data. Since 

the usability was analyzed as a whole - the effect of this mishap should be minor.  To get a more 

reliable result for the CAN/BUS measure it would have been good to use a script and calculate 

the number of switches between + / - leverage on the height and traverse levers, instead of 

making a subjective estimate.  

When it comes to the posture and physical ergonomics there are many good methods available to 

use for evaluating head and neck positions. These methods might be good for situations that are 

not as clear. In this case the split between good and bad postures was clear and easy to analyze 

just by watching the movies. Either the driver looked up or the driver looked at the screen.  

The idea to use the result matrix was to present the combination of all the tests in one easy read 

table. In this way it was possible to present the hermeneutic part of the analysis in a more 

positivistic manor.  

 

6.2  Results  
As can be seen in the results diagram, the concept that was the best according to the tests and 

interviews is the current camera with guide lines (Concept 2). This is not a big surprise with the 

knowledge I had going into this thesis and the knowledge gained during the benchmarking and 

literature study. Many manufacturers today use lasers as guiding aid. This seemed like a good 

thing but a bit complex. Why not just use some kind of aim in the screen? The answer to this 

seems to be that guide lines in the screen are helping productivity, safety and physical 

ergonomics for truck drivers. The advantage with the guide lines compared to just having a 

camera is that the guide lines make it easier for the driver to see when the forks are at the correct 

height. This leads to the faster height positioning and higher productivity. It is possible to see the 

height and horizontal position of the forks with Concept 1 as well but the guide lines gives the 

driver an extra confidence boost and confidence is important when working on high elevations. 

In this test there was no opportunity to test the horizontal positioning sufficiently but it was seen 

that for horizontal positioning guide lines is probably of even more importance than for the 

vertical positioning that was tested.  The fork tip camera also have guide lines and at first glance 

seemed to be good, but did not perform very well in the field tests and interviews. The fork tip 

camera has the advantage that you see the same thing with and without a pallet on the forks. 

However the disadvantage is that you just see one tunnel and a small part of the pallet and rack. 

This does not give the driver a picture of the surroundings and ads to the uncertainty. In another 

forklift application where you start further away from the racks the fork tip camera would 

probably be very helpful. An example of this could be the ordinary reach trucks that are not used 

in narrow aisles. It was seen when analyzing the CAN/BUS curves for the fork tip concept that 

there was less difference between stacking and picking than for the other concepts. For the other 

concepts the curves showed more confidence when picking than stacking heavy pallets. For 

concept 3 with the fork tip camera the view is the same with and without pallet and the driver did 
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not experience any visual differences between the two. 

Concept 4 with no support system is as expected the one getting the lowest grades. It got mostly 

red ratings all-over the tests and interviews, except for on the level 1 lifts were it graded fine. 

This shows that for lower lifts a camera solution is not as important because both vision and 

confidence is better. However for lifts at above 5m some kind of camera solution is definitely to 

recommend. This is according to me also an indication of the problems in having vision systems 

like this. A person will always trust their direct vision over a camera or mirror.   

 

Reliability 

Since a number of different, both positivistic and hermeneutic, test methods was combined and 

they all pointed towards the same concepts the reliability must be considered to be good. 

Interviews and measures both pointed to the same concepts as being the best. When looking at 

the results for the different drivers the same concepts also come out at top for all four drivers. 

 

Validity 

The validity of the tests is not as clear as the reliability. The scope changed somewhat during the 

thesis and the low number of test objects used is too small for the test to be fully valid. In order 

to get more exact results on productivity etc. more tests should to be made. It would be hard to 

get full validity for a test like this within the frame of a master thesis.  
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7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The research made was very rewarding for me of this thesis. The main focus at the start was to 

examine the problem of visibility in forklifts. The thesis ended up developing its own method for 

evaluating the problem as well. The method used took both user, productivity and technology 

into account and presented it in a visual way that could help presenting problems like this to 

customers and managers and increase their understanding of the gains that can be made by 

investing in physical ergonomics and safety. The method is not fully developed, but it will be 

interesting to continue with the tests in a larger scale.  

 

Regarding the driver selection and their effect on the results on the tests it can be seen that a 

driver more used to cameras also feel more secure with it. The eyes are more fixed to the screen 

for driver 4 than for the inexperienced driver 2. This was the case for all three camera concepts. 

A conclusion from this could be that it is important to   

 

The general recommendation I would like to give to Toyota material Handling and other 

companies dealing with the same issues is to see the whole problem and not see usability, 

physical ergonomics, productivity etc., as separate problems. They are all co-dependent of each 

other.  

When seeing the results from this thesis I would definitely recommend TMHE to use the current 

camera for their VNA truck. I would also recommend TMHE to further test the guide lines 

solution. The best would be to set up field tests that get to run over a long time and compare the 

current camera with and without guide lines from a productivity perspective. During the tests 

interviews should also be held with the operators to find out their opinion on the concepts.  
 

Future   

The big challenge with visibility aids in general is that a person will always trust their direct 

eyesight the most. So if it is possible to view the forks and pallet with your own eyes and not 

through a display or binoculars the driver will most probably do that. In the tests it was seen that 

some of the drivers had a tendency to view the forks directly on Level 1, because it was possible 

and fairly easy. On higher elevations it is harder to view the forks directly and that 

forces/encourages the driver to use the camera display. In order to have the driver use the camera 

display, proper training and information is very important. A radical thing to test could be to 

prevent the driver from viewing the object directly. In our case this could be to make the roof 

solid and not see through as today. This would not give the driver the option to view the pallet 

but teach the driver to use and trust the camera system.  

Further into the future, systems with automated pallet recognition, like the CSM and MCSM 

mentioned in chapter 2.4.3, will probably be standard. Therefore it is an area that TMHE should 

follow closely. The technology is not there, quite yet, but when it is it will revolutionize the not 

only the forklift industry but the whole logistics industry.  

A big dilemma with all these new support systems is the increased information operators are 

bombarded with. Adding a camera and a display to any vehicle increase the information the 

operator need to be able to take in. The challenge then becomes to be selective on how 

information is presented. It is important that the drivers only get exposed to the information that 

is needed at that exact moment. For example a forklift driver that is raising the forks to pick a 

pallet does not need information about battery health and speed.  
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APPENDIX 1: Logger curves 

The logger curves are presented below. The red curve is traversing lever and the blue curve is 

height adjustment lever. 
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Figure 35 Driver 2 Fork tip camera 
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Figure 36 - Driver 2 Current camera with guidelines 
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Figure 37 Driver 2 - Current camera 
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Figure 38 Driver 2 - No camera 
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Figure 39 Driver 4 - Current camera 
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Figure 40 Driver 4 - Current camera with guidelines 
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Figure 41 Driver 4 - No camera 
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Figure 42 Driver 4 Fork tip camera 
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APPENDIX 2: Concept evaluations 

 
Table 11 – Results driver 1 

 

  
Table 12 Results driver 2 
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Table 13 Results driver 3 

 
Table 14 Results driver 4 
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APPENDIX 3: Photos from tests  
 

 
Figure 43 -  Driver 3 - No camera , level 2         Figure 44 Driver 2, No camera, Level 2 

 

 

    
Figure 44 - Driver 1 Current with guides, level. 2          Figure 15 Driver 4, current camera guides, level 3 

 

 

     
Figure 46  Driver 3, No camera, level 3      Figure 47 Driver 2, No camera, level 3 
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Figure 48 Driver 4, No camera, level 2           Figure 49 Driver 2, Fork tip camera, Level 2 

 

 

 
Figure 50 Driver 3, Fork tip camera, level 3 
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APPENDIX 4: Literature search 
 

Search 1:  
 
To begin with I wanted to find references and research done on visibility for 
drivers/operators in general. This was to find methods and support systems that 
could be interesting for my study.  
 
Database: Ergonomic Abstracts 
Search string: Driver AND (Visibility OR Vision) 
Search field: Article title and Chapter title 
Date: 2011-11-10 
Hits: 25 
Saved references: 2 
 
This first search gave a good number of hits but still a number that was easy to 
overview. I read the abstracts to see which articles those were interesting.  
Two articles were saved for further reading 
 
1. [15] 

Task Analysis Applied to Computer-Aided Design for Evaluating Driver 
Visibility 
Ergonomics Abstracts 
Authors: M. G. Boocock; A. K. Weyman 
2. [16] 
The Effect of Visibility on Driver Performance: A Dynamic Experiment 
Ergonomics Abstracts 
Author: MS Janoff 
 
Search 2: 
 
For the second search I wanted to see if there is any literature specific for forklifts.  
 
Database: Ergonomics Abstracts 
Search string: forklift* 
Search fields: Article title and Chapter title 
Date: 2011-11-10 
Hits: 38 
Saved references: None 
 
Apparently there are a some articles concerning forklifts. However I needed to 
narrow it down before looking more deeply into the results.  
 
Search 3:  
 

Database: Ergonomics Abstracts 
Search string : Visibility AND forklift* 
Search field: Abstract 
Date: 2011-11-10 
Number of hits: 2 
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Saved references: 1 
 
This search gave only two hits, but one of them sounded very interesting so it was 
saved for further reading.  
 
3. [17] 

Comparison of visibility measurement techniques for forklift truck design 
factors 
Authors: Chin-Bong Choi a, Peom Park a, Young-Ho Kim b, M. Susan Hallbeck c, 
Myung 
Chul Jung a, 
 
Since the article sounded very interesting after reading, I looked through the 
references in the article. Some secondary references were found and saved.  
 
4 
[9] 

Esteve, B., Aoussat, A., Berger, H., 2000. Various systems for measuring a car’s 
visibility 
field. Int. J. Vehicle Des. 25, 70–78. 
5[18] 

Hella, F., Tisserand, M., Schouller, J.F., 1988. Visibility requirements for the driver’s 
stand 
of lift trucks. Appl. Ergon. 19, 225–232. 
 
Search 4 
 
Database: Ergonomics Abstracts 
Search string: (vehicle* OR truck* OR car* ) AND ( visibility OR "Eye sight" OR 
"Visual 
perception") AND ( driver* OR operator* ) 
Search fields: Article title and Chapter title 
Date: 2011-11-10 
Hits: 8 
Saved references: 0 
 
Search 4 
 
Database: Google Scholar 
Search string: $Visibility AND Driver 
Search fields: Title 
Date: 2011-11-11 
Hits: 10 
Saved references: 1 
 
13. [25] 
A Method for Determining and Presenting Driver Visibility in Commercial Vehicles 


